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– The Department 

distributed food vouchers 

to the refugees who 

bought maize and beans in 

local shops
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PRACTICE



from a thesis about animal traction in a 
tropical country



More academese



From a leading think tank



Subbed: now we can think





The pedant’s revolt



Plain 
English: a 
pedant’s 
charter?

Anyone been told ‘rules’?

• Know the rules, so you 

can break them!

• Free yourself





Plain versus Classic

–

–







Let’s look at 
The Economist 
in action



7 things to learn from 

The Economist

#1 Get on with it 



#2 First sentence states, 

following sentences explain

Some think Africa’s smallholders are 
inefficient, but nothing could be further from 
the truth



##3 Prove it, point by point

The Economist’s writers stack their 
supporting observations in one paragraph. 
This results in a more convincing essay: 
listing successive reasons why X is worth 
talking about increases the odds of 
believing so.
Ahmed Soliman



#4 Use precise, active, vivid 

language



#5 Colons make readers ask ‘why?’

Colons can replace all 
these clumsy intro’s:



#6 Get with the beat





Order in sentences: stress
How do we order these elements?
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•

•

•

•

•



Stress: clause, sentence, para

Where is strong, where is weak?





To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day

To the last syllable of recorded time,

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!

Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage

And then is heard no more: it is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,

Signifying nothing.



Stress, again

End on a bang, not a whimper:

• Lincoln’s claim that the Civil War was God’s punishment of both 
North and South for slavery appears in the last part of the speech. 

• In the last part of his speech, Lincoln claims that God gave the Civil 
War to both North and South as a punishment for slavery.



Flow:
make it easy on reader

• Start: known, simple, straightforward, short

• Later: novel, difficult, complicated, lengthy

Make sentences flow from one to another 
to cohere 

• Start next sentence from where last 
sentence ended. 
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Clarity: first step towards coherence

• Make introductions to papers, chapters, sections & 
paragraphs clear; rest will follow

• How?

–Short statements to introduce, 

–Clear, direct & striking 

‘This paper will show that Russia’s invasion caused 
wheat prices to rise by no more than 5%.’

• After clear & succinct intro, reader can take on detail 

–with whatever complications & complexity apply.

• But do use consistent terms



The unimaginative, unproductive ‘and’

Coordination is not just about style and grammar, but also about thought. 

– Watch how using ‘and’ makes it harder to follow what is being said 
here: 

• Where’s the logic when we write ‘and’? Try ‘because’ in the first 
instance, and ‘but’ in the second.



Balance & Symmetry make Elegance

The national unity of a free people depends 
upon a sufficiently even balance of political 
power to make it impracticable for the 
administration to be arbitrary and for the 
opposition to be revolutionary and 
irreconcilable. Where that balance no longer 
exists, democracy perishes. For unless all the 
citizens of a state are forced by 
circumstances to compromise, unless they 
feel that they can affect policy but that no one 
can wholly dominate it, unless by habit and 
necessity they have to give and take, freedom 
cannot be maintained. 

Walter Lippmann



Process & Outcome

Outcome:

• A text means only what a competent & careful 
reader makes of it: 

• the author’s intention is just that, an intention;

if it’s not well realised, careful readers can make of 
the text what they will.

Process: 

• Don’t think about writing when drafting 

– wait until you revise!



Zero Drafts are 

Dross

Writing’s 

Revision



Slide dump
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